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CREATING SPACE: The Grand Valley State University Board of Trustees approved the addition to the Allendale Recreation Center and the con
struction of new housing. The projects will begin this summer and are expected to finish in 2016 to combat the overcrowding on campus.

Plans to expand rec center, build new housing are approved
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
ASSOCIATEOLANTHORN.COM

FRATERNITY WALKS
160 MILES TO RAISE
AWARENESS FOR MS
SEEA6

he Grand Valley State University
Board of Trustees approved plans
to expand the Recreation Center
and build a new housing and aca
demic building on the Allendale
Campus during its Friday meeting.
The new housing building will be construct
ed near the freshmen dorms, where Robinson
Field is currently located. This project costs

a

$37 million, which will come from universityissued bonds, the University General Fund and
the Housing Capital Reserve Fund. Construc
tion will begin in March, with the goal of com
pletion set for August 2016.
The facility will include 498 beds, three
classrooms, a media room and three faculty
offices, Einsteins Bagel food service and a
multi-purpose room. It will also include study
space, laundry facilities and a game room. The
university will tear down Icie Macy Hoobler

Living Center, a 50-bed residence hall built in
1987, to make room for the new building.
GVSU can currently accommodate 5,675 stu
dents on campus, but with the expansion, there
will be room for about 6,300 students by fall
2016. With this project, more beds for first-year
students - who create the biggest demand for oncampus housing - will be available, which will
also free up more beds for upperclassmen.
SEE EXPAND ON AS

GV ranked
second for
faculty
Fulbright
Scholars

•»

BY HANNAH LENTZ
NEWSOLANTHORN.COM

or the first time, Grand
Valley State University
was ranked second in
the nation concerning
the number of faculty
members regarded as Fulbright
Scholars and 15th for the number
of Fulbright student recipients.
The U.S. Student Fulbright Schol
arship competition is conducted at
GVSU through the Frederik Meijer
Office of Fellowships. The program
offers both individual and institu
tional grants based on merit that
allow individuals to study, teach,
lecture and conduct research in
other countries. Faculty Fulbright
Scholars are administered through
the Padnos International Center.
According to The Chronicle of
Higher Education, this ranking was
released on Feb. 12 highlighting the
high involvement of GVSU in the
Fulbright Scholarship program. On
top of its high rankings in numbers,
GVSU also tied for second regard
ing master’s degree institutions for
faculty Fulbright Scholars.
For the 2014-2015 school year,
Charles Baker-Clark, associate pro
fessor of hospitality and tourism man
agement, Montenegro; Russ Rhoads,
associate professor of anthropology,
Sierra Leone; and Jerry Scripps, as
sistant professor of computing and
information systems, Austria all re
ceived awards to teach and conduct
research in their study abroad areas.
. “I am happy to represent Grand
Valley State University to the people
of Montenegro,” Baker-Clark said.
“I plan to include my experiences in
my teaching after I return."

Q

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES: Washington Center Adviser Jaclyn Sheridan speaks to Grand Valley State University students about summer in
ternships available in Washington, D.C. Internships are available for students of all majors and provide a way to gain hands-on experience.

Washington Center offers internships
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Washington
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ASINNOLANTHORN.COM

O

GVSU students have had success
ful experiences through The Wash
ington Center.
“From our students’ perspec
tive, all of the students have been
really happy with the time they’ve
put in,” he said.
Students who apply must be of
sophomore standing or higher, 18
years or older and have a mini
mum 2.75 GPA. Applications must
be approved by campus liaison
Donald Zinman of the Political
Science department.
The deadline for the summer ap
plication is March 18.
There are many scholarship op
portunities available to help defray
the costs of the program, including
a new GVSU scholarship that will be
announced this winter.

GO TO:
www.twc.edu
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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LAKER ALUMNI ATHLETES CELEBRATED

GVSU will celebrate the achievements of four fe
male Laker alumna athletes on Saturday, Feb. 21.
The celebration is titled “Celebrating Women
in Sport and Physical Activity" and will honor Lorin
Cartwright, 79; Susan Korzinek, *83; Jill Meerman, ’88;
and Anna Tollefson, ’09.
The event starts at 4 p.m. at the Alumni House be
fore the GVSU women's basketball game. The $25 cost
for tickets goes toward food and drinks along with a
$15 donation aimed to help students.
For more information, go to www.gvsu.edu/
womeninsports.
CAMPUS STAFF MEMBER PASSES AWAY

GVSU regrets to inform that Christine Hernandez,
procurement services assistant, passed away on Feb.
14 at the age of 50.
Hernandez, who lost her life to cancer, began her
career at GVSU in 2004. She was known for her efforts
in the COT Development Committee as well as her vol
unteer work with WGVU Public Media, the Grand Rapids
Civic Theater and the Fit the Mitt program where she
served as a mentor to international students.
A service for Hernandez is planned for 11 a.m. on
Saturday, Feb. 21 at St. Isidore Catholic Church, located
at 628 Diamond Ave. Those wishing to attend a visita
tion should arrive between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m.

For the Recreation Center, construc
tion of the $7.8 million project will be
gin in the spring of 2015, and the new
area is expected to open in the fall of
2016. The current Recreation Center
will receive almost 17,000 square feet
of additional space, with funding by the
Campus Development Fund.
Campus Recreation Director Kate Har
mon sat on a university committee that
reviewed data from the last five years.
The committee looked at the participa
tion, use and demands on the recreation
facilities at GVSU.
“I was co-chair of this committee,
as my primary role on campus was to
oversee the Recreation Center,” Harmon
said. “We all agreed that it was getting
increasingly harder and harder for our
students to access recreation space.”
The new addition will provide more
space for cardio equipment, such as
treadmills and elliptical trainers, and
strength training equipment, such as
free weights and weight machines. In
addition, it will have more space for
storing personal belongings and a new
spin room.
Harmon said the need for more space
came from the students.
“The largest growth trend in university

FACULTY SET TO STUDY
SHIPWRECKED STEAMBOATS

recreation is in the area of fitness and well
ness-related programs and services,” she
said. “GVSU students are very involved in
recreation. Participation in recreation pro
gramming has exploded.”
The recreation facility first opened its
doors to a student population of about
15,000 in 1995. In 2002, the building re
ceived an addition of 18,000 square feet.
However, with 25,000 students currendy
enrolled at GVSU and over 360,000 visits
last year, Harmon and others decided it is
time for another update.
Overcrowding is not the only reason to
expand the Recreation Center.
“It is in the best interest of our stu
dents and their well-being to continue
to support the increase in recreational
and fitness space at GVSU,” Harmon
said. “In order to benefit our students
positively, students need to have ready
access to our recreational facilities
and equipment.
“It is our job, as a student-centered
institution, to reduce barriers that pre
vent our students from experiencing
the benefits of regular exercise. This ad
dition specifically will provide less wait
time for students who wish to use par
ticular equipment.”
Harmon said many studies have shown
that college students have performed bet
ter in school when they exercise regularly.
In addition, exercise prevents illness and
diseases as well as improves overall mental

and physical health.
She added that a 2013 Campus Recre
ation survey also highlights student, faculty
and staff interest in recreation. Seventythree percent of students said recreational
facilities were important to their decision
to attend GVSU.
Andy Beachnau, director of housing
and health services, agreed with Harmon
that expansion is necessary. Beachnau
was part of the planning team that recom
mended the decision to university leaders,
who then made the final decision based on
GVSUs mission, values and goals.
“Student success is the primary out
come for program and facility decisions,”
he said. “Creating opportunities for student
wellness is critical for student success, both
academically and socially?
Beachnau added that the addition is
important because it helps students start
to maintain a healthy lifestyle that can con
tinue after graduation.
Student Senate President Andrew
Plague said that, although they were not in
volved in the decision-making process, the
expansion remains important.
“Student Senate has been voicing its
desire to see the Rec Center expanded for
a couple of years now, as have many other
players on campus,” Plague said.

GO TO:
http://bit.ly/lFuw6ub
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Faculty from GVSU have planned to explore Reeds
Lake in East Grand Rapids in an effort to discover and
study the remnants of steamboats S.S. Hazel A. and
S.S. Ramona.
The news comes after the previous cancellation of a
dive scheduled for 2014.
The dive, which will be funded by the GVSU Center for
Scholarly and Creative Excellence, includes GVSU profes
sors Mark Schwartz, Mark Gleason and Matthew Daley.
David Cummins, from the marine technology pro
gram at Alpena Community College, and Mary Dersch,
from the East Grand Rapids History Room, will also take
part in the exploration.
The exploration is scheduled to start at 10 a.m. on
Friday, Feb. 20.
DOMINO'S CEO PRESENTS AT
FREOERIK MEIJER LECTURE SERIES

The latest Frederik Meijer Lecture Series at GVSU
featured a presentation by Patrick Doyle, president
and CEO of Domino’s on Tuesday, Feb. 17 inside the
Loosemore Auditorium at the OeVos Center. WGVU’s
Shelley Irwin was the moderator.
Doyle joined Domino’s as the senior vice president of
marketing in 1997 before becoming the president and
CEO in 2010. Since then, Doyle has helped rejuvenate
the Domino’s brand through new recipes and revamped
marketing strategies. As a result of his efforts, Doyle
was honored with “Best CEO of the year" by CNBC.
Grand Valley State University professors Russ Rhoads and Jerry Scripps have received Fulbright awards to
teach and conduct research. Rhoads went to Sierra Leone and Scripps went to Austria for the 2014-2015 school year.
AWARD:

GVS(YOU) WEEK

GVStYou) Week will conclude tomorrow on Friday, Feb.
20 with a Spirit Day competition encouraging students to
wear GVSU gear for prizes.
GVStYou) Week, hosted by the Future Alumni
Association, is the third annual week-long celebration
honoring donors to GVSU.
Today marks the last day where students are given
the opportunity to write letters of thanks to those who
donated to the campus.
Students are also encouraged to follow the FAA on
Twitter (@FAA_GVSU) to help spread the word. Those
who follow and retweet the account are in the running
for one of 50 prize packs.
VOL. *49 NO. *45
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Student recipients of the program, who helped GVSU tie
for 12th place among masters institutions for student Fulbright
Scholars, were Lydia Benkert, research grant, Ghana; Anne Gioncondini, English Teaching Assistantship, Ukraine; Erin Lutenski,
English Teaching Assistantship, Germany; Hayley Pangle, Eng
lish Teaching Assistantship, Azerbaijan.
Mark Schaub, chief international officer for GVSU, said the
program is not only important for the campus community, but
also for the United States as a whole.
“It has fostered citizen ambassadors for nearly 70 years,
with faculty serving as citizen-to-citizen diplomats who
bring a perspective on the USA to students and communities
around the world,” Schaub said. “Plus, they’re cheap for the

taxpayer - 300,000 Fulbrighters over 70 years cost less than
the next three days of the U.S. Defense budget.”
With the increase in participants - and faculty and stu
dents receiving opportunities to bring their opportuni
ties to a world level - information gained and experienced
throughout the world can be brought back to and shared
with the GVSU community, as well as promoting the idea of
studying abroad and taking risks.
“The Fulbright program is important for GVSU students
in that only 14 percent of GV students study abroad, but
their faculty have great international and intercultural ex
periences to bring back to their classrooms,” Schaub said.
“Thousands of GVSU students benefit (directly and indi
rectly) for many years to come through the enhanced global
understandings that the faculty member has gained.”
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Over 200 employers to attend Career Fair
BY CONSTANCE TURNBULL

“I conduct classroom presenta
tions and pass out fliers in prime
he Grand Valley State student traffic areas throughout
University Career Cen multiple buildings and campuses,”
ter will host the first she said. “Our entire staff pitches in
Career Fair of 2015 on at the event itself’
The event is not necessarily just for
Feb. 24 at the DeVos
students
Place Convention Center. All
GVSUwho are currently job seek
ing.attend
It is also a place for students to ex
students are encouraged to
plore
types of careers and companies
the free event, which will take place
from 12:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. to potentially work for.
“The event will offer thousands
Organizers of the event have
arranged over 200 employers of of immediate internship and job
fering over 8,000 diverse opportu openings,” Riksen said. “It offers a
nities for internship and employ great opportunity for networking
face-to-face with great companies
ment for GVSU students.
GVSU career fairs are organized and organizations.”
The Career Fair is set up so stu
mainly by Susan Proctor, Career Cen
ter employer development manager. dents can easily locate potential
Proctor works with a team of staff to employers. Organizations will have
make sure the event runs smoothly. separate booths, and maps will help
This team also works closely with the students locate companies they ntay
employers who will attend the event to be interested in visiting.
Riksen said she hopes students will
plan aspects of parking, lunch, the set
walk
away from the event after meet
up and location of booths.
ing
future
employers with whom they
Megan Riksen, assistant director
of the Career Center, said a lot of the can continue a relationship. Those
work that goes into planning the Ca who have attended will gain informa
reer Fair is the promotion of the event tion about the companies attending
and the opportunities offered, and
to students and alumni.
will potentially get offered a job or in
CTURNBULLOILANTHORN.COM

a

ternship, she said.
GVSU student Nick Westrate ob
tained an internship at Aflac Insur
ance after speaking to his future man
ager at a previous Career Fair.
“I got contacted and interviewed
by many employers who were inter
ested in offering an internship,” Wes
trate said. “I loved the management at
Aflac and the internship program they
provided; I learned a lot this summer.”
The internship taught Westrate
how to prospect, create leads and set
appointments with HR departments.
Fie learned how to perform employer
presentations and give group presen
tations for employees, he said.
Westrate, who will graduate
in April, said his internship with
Aflac has given him an advantage
when searching for job opportu
nities after college.
“I currently have two full time of
fers from employers in the financial
adviser and insurance industry,” he
said. “If you want to land your dream
job, an internship is definitely a must
to give you that experience and edge
on your competition.”
However, in order to have an ad
vantage over other candidates when

searching for job and internship op
portunities at the Career Fair, students
should come to the event prepared.
“I was professionally dressed and
had over 40 copies of my resume on
hand,” Westrate said. “I also had my
30 second elevator pitch ready be
cause I believe that that’s the amount
of time you have to impress a poten

tial employer. First impressions are
a big deal; you have to set yourself
apart from your colleagues.”
The event, which is sponsored by
Auto-Owners Insurance, will not re
quire registration. However, students
should be professionally dressed, have
their student ID card available and ex
pect to sign in upon arrival.

Career Fair advice
BY ALLISON RIBICK
ARIBICKOILANTHORN.COM

oing to the Career Fair to talk with possible em
ployers takes guts and confidence, but it also takes
a little bit of preparation. What do students need to
know before going to the Grand Valley State Uni
versity Career Fair on Feb. 24? Here are some tips:
1. Between 12:30 p.m. and 1 p.m. on the day of the fair, students
can attend a career exploration session to get an overview of the
room, but students do not have to be interested in immediately
getting an internship or job. For these students, the Career Fair
can help them learn about what employers are looking for.
“It’s really good to get that idea so that, over your next couple
years at Grand Valley, you can start to build your resume by join
ing organizations and getting part-time jobs or internships,” said
Elizabeth Clark, a graduate assistant at the GVSU Career Center.
The main goal of the Career Fair is networking, Clark sai4,,nj

EATING WELL: Laura Burkett, owner of Real Food Wellness, spoke to GVSU about mindful eating, which is being aware
of what you eat, to kick off Love Your Body Week. She said that students should appreciate the process of eating.

Speaker defines mindful eating
as part of Love Your Body Week
BY LUCAS ESCALADA

ting the fork down in between bites.
In addition, she addressed the idea that
students
need to think about their food
healthy lifestyle comes
and
appreciate
the process of eating. She
from understanding one’s
body image and mastering criticized certain dieting strategies that do
mindful eating, a nutrition not help one become a mindful eater.
“A person can spend a lifetime always
counselor and eating psy
trying
to err on the side of eating less, or
chology coach told Grand Valley
State
plates, or eating with their
University students on Monday,using
Feb. smaller
16.
Laura Burkett, owner of Real Food non-dominant hand and yet never be
Wellness, kicked off Love Your Body mindful eating,” Burkett said. “They may
Week by introducing students to the still feel like they are fighting themselves.”
There are many problems getting
idea and practice of mindful eating.
in
the
way of mindful eating. Burkett
Mindful eating is the awareness of
said a diet-obsessed so
what is happening when
ciety
is causing more
one eats. She said mindful
problems than it solves.
eating helps people under
“...we’re so
However, the largest
stand what kind of food
distracted
or
challenge
is the body.
one needs, or how and
More
specifically,
how
why one is hungry.
disconnected
individuals see their
“Many times we’re so
from our bodies
body, or how they think
distracted or disconnected
others see their bodies.
from our bodies that we only
that we only
“We usually feel like,
register starving or stuffed,”
register starving ‘Once I change my body,
Burkett said. “There isn’t any
then I’ll take better care
or stuffed."
thing wrong; it’s just we lost
of myself or ‘Once I
our ability to feel into what
change my body, then I’ll
happens in between .”
LAURA BURKETT
be more mindful of my
However, mindful eat
FOOD WELLNESS
eating,”’
Burkett said.
ing does not necessarily
It
is
because of this
have to deal with the food one eats,
but rather with the situation and pro that Burkett said too many people
have a negative image of their bodies.
cess involving the food.
Common body image problems in
Burkett provided simple steps for stu
clude
visually or physically checking one’s
dents to become mindful eaters. Elements
such as deciding what to eat and asking body and weighting frequently. On the
oneself what the body is asking for are key. other hand, many have body image prob
On the other hand, she also recommends lems because they ignore their body. Bur
taking deep breaths before eating and put kett said this is another side of the same
LESCALAOAIBILANTHORN.COM

O

coin - ignoring the body because it seems
superficial also causes problems.
She told the story of a client who
wanted to lose some weight to be
healthier. However, the client had no
health problems. What the client want
ed was to be smaller because he or she
was not satisfied with their body image.
The belief that less body weight
equals better health is one of the greater
challenges people face, Burkett said.
“Believing weight loss equals better
health is actually a problematic belief
that seduces many people into trying all
sort of dietary voodoo to lose weight all
in the name of health,” Burkett said.
It is also a possibility that many indi
viduals could become ironic in their ap
proach to health because they only chase
a loss of pounds, not an understanding
of their body, Burkett said. Health is not
about losing weight, it is about under
stand what the body needs, she added.
This is where mindful eating can help.
Understanding and appreciating how you
eat and what that means can help one be
come healthier. Burkett said this is about
understanding what part of your body is
in charge of the decisions you make.
Love Your Body Week continues
with different events focused on the
idea of a healthy body.

□

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

*4. A list of the companies that will be at
AND A FULL LIST
the Career Fair is available at the Career
OF COMPANIES
Center’s website. Individuals can take ATTENDING THE
CAREER FAIR
the opportunity to learn more about the
organizations they want to visit and pre
pare questions specifically for certain organizations.
Clark advised students to follow up with employers within
the week by sending them an email, letter or phone call to
thank the employer and indicate their interest again.

5. Things to avoid include walking in large groups of friends,
having a cell phone or iPod out, bringing extra baggage, ask
ing recruiters obvious questions or simply taking all of the
free stuff companies have on their booths.
“Don’t just walk around the Career Fair and see who has
the coolest stuff and grab that, because it’s not about what you
can get, it’s about getting a job or an internship,” Clark said.

http://blt.ly/lAFlyEA
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE EVENTS

Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to cheerleading.

fopfuug 9\jtutfj :sj?MSvy

3. Clark recommended bringing a portfolio or a folder with
notepaper in it. Notes can include the names of the employ
ers someone has spoken to, prepared questions and/or notes
about what a student has learned. Students should bring mul
tiple copies of their resume with them as well.
“If an employer doesn’t accept your resume, don’t be offend
ed,” Clark said. “A lot of them are either
going to accept every resume or they’re
not going to accept any resumes. It doesn’t
mean that they’re not interested in you; it’s
just a formality that their company does.”
The resume should be one page with the
GO TO:
most relevant and important items at the
www.gvsu.edu/
top, like college courses, internships, jobs or
careerfairs
organization involvement, Clark said.

GO TO:

WORD SCRAMBLE
I was born on February 2, 1954 in
Michigan. I’ve had a lasting and
successful career as a model, and
spent 25 years as the face of
CoverGirl cosmetics.

S. To prepare for the interactions with employers, individu
als must pay attention to their wardrobe and decide what to
bring. Individuals should dress in business attire, which in
cludes suits, slacks, blazers, blouses and button-downs.
Clark advised students to wear dark colors and avoid dis
tracting colors and patterns. Depending on what field the stu
dent is interested in, however, there may be more flexibility,
like in the arts or marketing.
Revealing clothing, excessive jewelry and makeup and strong
perfume or cologne should be avoided. Facial piercings and tattoos
can be distracting too, so students should be mindful about them.

** Every newspaper is printed
on recycled paper.
Every issue left on the
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Facing ignorance in race issues
The professor was not there
and expected the students to
do this assignment without
him having to be there.
About five minutes into the
documentary, students began
to leave. I was not surprised
because it seems that there
is less student participation
for assignments either when
the professor is not present
or when participation is not
mandatory. In this case, the
professors absence gave the
students the OK to not par
ticipate and leave class.
In most cases, I am not
offended when students choose
not to participate in assign
ments that are not mandatory.

BY MAURIEL CLARK
EOITORIALaLANTHORN.COM

ecently in a
session for my
sociology class,
the students
were assigned to
watch a documentary on race
in the United States.

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
Does GVSU provide students
with enough resources and
opportunities to eat healthy
on campus?

I here have been times that I
chose not to participate. How
ever, this time was different.
As a black student at a pre
dominantly white institution,
I feel that I am being forced
to learn things about white
people because I am surround
ed by them. These students
leaving the classroom upset
me because they chose not to
take an hour out of their day to
learn something about me.
Quite often, I hear students
making ignorant remarks in the
classroom about the black com
munity. Now, these are students
who have not experienced what
it is like to live in a black com
munity. They don’t know what

it is like to walk around a store
and be followed until leaving.
Watching this movie
would have given them
an opportunity to try and
understand the struggles
of being black in America
- moreover at a predomi
nantly white institution.
There were so many
things that the documentary
covered that I didn’t even
know, which I appreciated
because it gave me a chance
to learn more about my an
cestors. However, since a lot
of the students couldn’t relate
to the black community, they
didn’t care to learn about it.
There may be other reasons

VALLEY VOTE
Do you feel prepared for
midterms'?

YES
no

□ ARJAH TODD

56%
aa%

why the students chose not
to watch the movie. The
documentary talked a lot
about white privilege and gave
evidence that it exists. 1 have
learned that this is a truth that
a lot of people do not want to
accept. This means that racism
will have to be acknowledged.
This also means that people will
have to realize that, because of
white privilege, other races are
treated as inferior.
There has always been a dis
regard for the truth in America.
Americas society is so selfish
and self-centered There are a
lot of things going on around
the world and people choose
not to learn about it.

BLOG
Negotiations
across cultures

THIS ISSUE’S
QUESTION:
Does GVSU provide
students with enough
resources and
opportunities to eat
healthy on campus'?

By Anush Yepremyan

LOG ON S VOTE
LANTHORN.COM
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T think so. I know you used to be able to

I’m tired of being in class
when the professor starts to
discuss stories in the news
about problems and events
in other countries and the
students are puzzled and know
nothing about them. Yet they
know what Kim Kardashian
and Kanye West wore at the
Golden Globe Awards.
This is definitely a huge
problem that people have.
Everyone should be will
ing to learn a little bit about
another community. Although
everyone does not live in the
same community or belong to
the same race, everyone is still
connected because of living
together as a part of society.

request ingredients; there's a salad bar and
Subway too."

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON

By Leah Fishwick

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Film 6 Video
HOMETOWN: Detroit. Mich.

AMBER MARSHALL
‘Yes. There is access to fruits and vegetables
if you want to look for them."

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Anthropology
HOMETOWN: Chicago. III.

BRITTANY BOWEN
‘Absolutely not. You often have to pay extra
for fruit and vegetable options on campus,
and I think that the produce offered needs to
be fresher."
YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Biomedical Science
HOMETOWN: Whitelake. Mich.

ELLIOT LEE
"No. There are two places for salad and lots of
unhealthy foods all around"

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Advertising
HOMETOWN: Bloomfield Hills. Mich.
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EDITORIAL

Balanced diet

Students who want to eat healthy on campus and establish
positive habits for their future have a variety of options at GV

n conjunction with Na
can and should take advantage of during
tional Eating Disorders
their time at GVSU.
First, the Recreation Center on the
Awareness Week, Grand
Allendale Campus offers many workout
Valley State University is
NICK RANGER
classes and special programs, in addi
celebrating Love Your Body
"No. There's a lack of fruit and vegetables and
Week until Feb. 20. Many eventstion
andto the standard exercise facilities it
lots of fried food on campus."
provides for members of the Laker com
activities have been organized throughout
munity.
There are even personal fitness
the week to bring attention to topics,
such
trainers
who will help anyone who wants
as
healthy
eating
and
overall
wellness,
YEAR: Freshman
a more structured program for optimal
eating disorders and body image.
MAJOR: International Business
The week began with Laura Burkett,
health. Students, faculty and staff can get
HOMETOWN: Elk Rapids. Mich.
owner of Real Food Wellness, who intro
also discounts on these services.
duced students to the idea and practice
Second, for students who need as
imimiimiimiiitmiitimiimiimimiiiiimiiiHimmimmmiiiHMiHiiiimtmiHimmimimiii
of mindful eating. She told students that,
sistance with food options, the Women’s
GVL EDITORIAL BOARD
in order to have a healthy lifestyle, one
Center provides a food pantry. Anyone
must start with mindful eating - or being
can donate items, and anyone can obtain
Sarah Hillenbrand
Editor-in-chief
aware of what is happening when we eat.
the items they need just by walking in
Stephanie Brzezinski
Associate editor
Body image plays into this because many
and asking. Don’t be afraid to use these
Hannah Lentz
Newseditor
services. They are here for students.
people think poorly of themselves and
Jay Bushen
Sportseditor
For students with a meal plan, campus
believe, incorrectly, that losing weight is
Shelby Pendowski
AGEeditor
the key to a healthy self.
dining can help maintain a healthy diet.
Colleen Schonfield
Laker Life editor
As college students, many of us often
Instead of french fries or chips, students
can
choose healthier choices like side
make
excuses
that
eating
healthy
foods
iMiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiitiiiiiiii
is time consuming or too expensive for
salads or fruit. There has also been a push
GVL OPINION POLICY
our meager budgets. However, there are
for more vegetarian and vegan options
many campus resources that students
for those who do without meat or other
The goal of the Grand Valley
can be submitted to the Grand

a

Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here
do not necessarily reflect those of
the paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthorn will not
publish or entertain any forms
of hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for
letters to the editor only, all
other reader-generated content

Valley
Lanthorn's
YourSpace
page by emailing communityg)
lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at editorial9lanthorn.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:

Purpose of geoeral educatioo courses

BY 0ANIELLE ZUK0W8KI
0051KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, MI 49401
616-826-8276

WHAT’S YOUR
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT YOU
NEED HELP SOLVING? SEND
US AN EMAIL.
EDITORIAL(ebLANTHORN. COM

PROBLEM

animal products. While it can be more
difficult to find and stick with these op
tions, they are available.
Finally, students can also take anoth
er route and make their own food. The
bus goes to Meijer, so those without a
car still have a way to get to the grocery
store. Additionally, cooking for yourself
is helpful for students to prepare for
life after college, and it allows them to
choose exactly what they want for every
meal. Students can also choose to alter
recipes when making their own meals to
make them healthier. Many on-campus
housing facilities have a kitchenette or
full size kitchen, allowing students to
choose the route of making their own
food if they feel it is their best option.
GVSU works to offer free services
for students, so make sure to use these
resources when it comes to healthy living.
While it may be easier to buy junk food,
with all the options readily available,
choosing something healthy for a meal on
campus is also an option.

EOITORIALOLANTHORN.COM

t’s quite common
to hear students
complain about
having to take
general educa
tion courses. With each added
requirement, all we see is more
time and more money. Those
with a declared major just
want to graduate already. They
want their degree - not to be
stuck in a class that is utterly
irrelevant to their future.
That’s completely un

derstandable. College is not
cheap. It’s hard. We have a
lot of work on our shoulders
already and we’re really just
trying to get by. But, with
that said, general education
requirements are a building
block of a liberal education.
Yes, at times it’s awful.
Especially when those extrane
ous classes start to hurt your
GPA. But that’s part of why we
are here - to explore diverse
perspectives. We look through
different lenses - science,
social science, mathematics,
literary, visual, etc.
A lot of the time we dis
cover it’s not a lens we intend
to look through again. In that,
we are starting to sort out our
likes and dislikes. No, we aren’t
going to like every course we
take here at Grand Valley, even
if it is for our major. It’s part of
the learning experience.
Even if the only thing you

can take from a class is that you
realize you’re not interested
in the subject, it’s something.
It’s helping you to figure out
your future - especially for the
students that are undecided.
It’s important to have these
general education courses
because most people weren’t
exposed to many of the sub
jects offered here at GVSU. I
was fortunate enough to have
classes like sociology and an
thropology in high school, but
many other schools didn’t. If
they were able to learn about
the social science perspec
tive, it was probably through
psychology. Sometimes that
push is necessary.
We just really don’t know
until we try. Last semester
I came into college with a
declared major. I was set on the
pre-physical therapy track and
was super excited. I felt secure,
prepared. I had a four-year cur

riculum planned out.
Part of the general education
program was taking a science
class with a lab. After taking
both biology and chemistry, I
started to realize it wasn’t for
me. I was thinking more about
the idea of the job rather than
the actual job. I was so dead
set that I didn’t really consider
other options, especially with
the STEM focus in education.
Being in classes from dif
ferent fields introduced me to
new interests and other career
opportunities. It doesn’t have
to be something with science
or math. I also realized how
easy it was to change my ma
jor, especially as a freshman
while still in these general
education courses. This is an
other good thing about them
- they give you leg room.
It does feel useless some
times, but they truly are in the
curriculum for a reason.
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Lakers create survey for Kentwood residents
BY DREW HOWARD

with city residents,” Cowart said “In
addition, students will work in teams
he City of Kentwood is to conduct other forms of market
teaming up with stu ing research such as observations and
dents from Grand Val marketing for the city?
The project was initiated after the
ley State University to
create a survey that will Kentwood Fire Department con
the GVSU Marketing Depart
benefit the ways in which citytacted
officials
ment
for
help in developing a mar
communicate with residents.
GVSU students are helping to keting plan in 2014.
“After speaking with city of
create the survey in two marketing
research classes, both of which are ficials, we determined that addi
taught by Dr. Kelly Cowart, assistant tional information was needed to
assist with the development of the
professor of Marketing.
“The two marketing research marketing plan,” Cowart said. “We
classes will work together to develop recommended marketing research
a single questionnaire to help the fire to gather that information.”
One of the reasons Kentwood is
department, police department and
the mayors office better communicate enlisting the help of GVSU students is
for their expertise on all things social

ASSISTANTNEWSaLANTHORN.COM
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media, Cowart said.
“The City of Kentwood is interest
ed in incorporating social media in its
marketing plan,” Cowart said. “College
students are among the heaviest users
of social media and are well-suited to
help identify how social media can be
best used to meet the city’s objectives.”
Additionally, many cities are just
now realizing the importance of
younger consumers as direct and
indirect influences of popular cul
ture, Cowart said.
“The City of Kentwood is quite
progressive in its realization that the
students of today are potential resi
dents,” Cowart said. “Its wise to iden
tify this populations preferences as a
way of attracting new residents and
better serving current residents.”

If all goes as planned, the results of
the questionnaire will influence how
the city communicates with the public,
its service offerings and its operations
in the future, Cowart said.
The project officially began after
Cowarts marketing research class
met with the Kentwood deputy po
lice chief, the deputy fire chief and the
mayor on Jan. 28.
James Scott, a student in one of
Cowarts classes, is among a smaller
group of students in the class who are
working specifically with the Kent
wood Fire Department.
“We did some calls with the fire
department to talk about more spe
cifics, like how they will work with
us to help distribute surveys, making
focus groups and what their target

market is,” Scott said. “The police
chief, fire chief and the mayor all
had the same kind of focus as far as
reaching out to the community.”
The final survey will consist of
somewhere from 30 to 40 ques
tions, Scott said.
“In my smaller group, we have 15
questions,” Scott said. “What we’re
doing is generalizing all the questions
and putting them it into one survey
for the whole class.”
While students in the class will be
focusing on different subject matter,
the end result is still the same.
“What were hoping for is that we
will find a way to efficiently reach out
to the community and raise awareness
of all the services they offer,” Scott said.

Van Andel Global Trade Center celebrates 15th anniversary
BY ALYSSA RETTELLE
ARETTELLEaLANTHORN.COM

tudents, faculty, staff
and members of the
West Michigan com
munity gathered at
the Van Andel Global
Trade Center inside the L. William
Seidman Center on Feb. 6 to celebrate
its 15th anniversary.
According to the Van Andel Global
Trade Center’s GVSU homepage, the
center was founded in 1999 as an out
reach unit of Grand Valley State Uni
versity at the time when the Richard
M. DeVos Center in downtown Grand
Rapids was opened.
Amway Corporation Cofounder
Jay Van Andel, recognized that DeVos Center would be a focal point for
international business education and
activity and saw the opportunity to
provide local businesses with access to
valuable international resources that
he himself required during the early
years of developing his business.
Sonja Johnson, the executive
director of the Van Andel Global
Trade Center, said Arend Lubbers,
who was president of GVSU at the
time, had a vision of really connect
ing with community.

“One of their plans to connect
with the community was to build
a trade center,” Johnson said. “So
they implemented a search commit
tee here at the university and spoke
with members of the business com
munity to find out what was needed.
They ended up deciding businesses
needed educated students and assis
tants to be successful.
“So the goal and objective was
to assist businesses in Michigan to
be successful internationally. The
thought was, the more successful
the businesses are globally, the more
they’ll need to grow and hopefully
hire more Grand Valley graduates.”
Beginning in the year 2000, the
downtown buildings were opened and
a formal dedication ceremony was
held for the Van Andel Global Trade
Center. Since then, it has supported
more than 6,800 businesses and 20,000
people through consulting projects.
It has also provided more than 30
GVSU students the opportunity to re
ceive hands-on experience conducting
international market research and as
sisting with global projects.
“We hire a lot of Grand Valley
students to wbrk on contracts, add
the students get office experience and
also event planning,” Johnson said.

“They do marketing flyers, registra
tions and they set up materials. They
also do a lot of research for us so they
get a lot of experience.
“These students aren’t only from
the college of business - they span all
different majors and minors. We learn
a lot from the students, too, because
they have fresh minds and innovative
thinking. Some students get an intern

tunities. A lot of people just stop by
and the office is always fun and dif
ferent. We really, really would like to
see more students get engaged and
get involved in networking.”
Additionally, the Van Andel Global
Trade Center has taken area business
representatives and GVSU faculty on
trade missions to China, Canada, In
dia and Brazil.

GVSU faculty, staff and students gather to recognize the 15th anniversary of the Van Andel
Global Trade Center. The center provides programs that focus on marketing, business and community.’ *'*
CONNECTIONS:

Easy transfer. Save on tuition. Quality education.

grcc.edu/Summer

ship credit for their time here, and all
of our students get paid.”
One thing Johnson said shod like to
see changed is the amount of students.
“We would like to see more Grand
Valley students come in to take ad
vantage of our resources and to get
interviewing skills,” Johnson said.
“There are different programs we
offer and a lot of networking oppor

AG
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KPOP UNLEASHED

Stop by the Grand Valley State University Grand
River room in the Kirkhof Center tonight to catch a
special performance of the Kpop Group Evolution's
annual dance showcase. The performances repre
sent Korean pop culture through different genres
and dance moves shown in Korean music. Attendees
will have the opportunity to watch and learn about
Korean culture, and the show will also offer the
chance to eat Asian cuisine. The free event occurs
from 7 p.m. to 11:45 p.m. tonight.
UNIVERSITY ARTS CHORALE

The Grand Valley State University music depart
ment is notorious for its musical excellence. The
choral ensemble prides itself on creating new
approaches to the choral arts. The University Arts
Chorale and Cantate Chamber The Ensemble perfor
mance highlights creative aspects of choral music.
Associate Professor of Music and Director of Choral
Activities Ellen Pool will conduct the concert in the
Cook-DeWitt Center auditorium. The event is free to
the public and starts at 7:30 p.m. tonight.

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
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Walking for a cause
GV fraternity raises awareness for multiple sclerosis
BY RACHEL HUCK
LAKERLIFEOLANTHORN.COM

espite frigid wind chills, 20
of Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Alpha Tau Omega
brothers will walk from
GVSUs Allendale Campus
to Traverse City for their third annual Walk
Hard fundraiser next week.
Tyler Dunham, president of ATO, said
that Walk Hard is held in an effort to raise
both money and awareness for The Nation
al Multiple Sclerosis Society. The 160-mile
trek takes eight days to complete.
“We saw a need to have a stronger im
pact on the community around us and
made it a goal to see ourselves make a
positive change on members of our com
munity,” Dunham said.
In order to ensure that all of the

money donated through the walk goes
directly to the National Multiple Sclero
sis Society, ATO makes it a priority to
provide their own meals and sleep in
churches along the way.
“We’ve pledged ourselves to ending
MS,” Dunham said. “Every day, we see
more people coming out of the woodwork
that tell us they have MS, and it helps us re
alize how great our impact on friends, fam
ily and strangers around us truly is.”
Introduced in 2008, ATO was the
first GVSU fraternity that emphasizes
Christian values rather than Greek ones,
Dunham said. As a result, ATO focuses
on serving as a positive influence for the
campus community.
“We walk for those who can’t,” Dunham
said. “We’re willing to go to great lengths to
do whatever we can to join the fight.”

LOVE YOUR BODY

GVSU Women, Gender B Sexuality Studies and
the Women’s Center are sponsoring the Love Your
Body- Express Yourself event Friday night in the
Thornapple Room of Kirkhof. The event is a part
of Love Your Body Week, which focuses on posi
tive body image and the role social media and pop
culture play in body image satisfaction. Students,
faculty and staff members who are open to sharing
stories, songs and poems on body image are encour
aged to attend.
OR. 6RINS PRESENTS CHRIS PORTER

Chris Porter, American comedian and finalist on
season four of Last Comic Standing, will grace the
stage of Dr. Grins inside The B.O.B. this weekend.
He’s been a comic for nearly a decade and has made
appearances on Comedy Central's Live Tour, “The
Bob and Tom Show" and Comedy Central’s “Live at
Gotham" show. He’s known for no sound cues, no
puppets and no catch phrases, but brings his high
energy and unique perspective to help distinguish
himself from other comedians. Porter will take the
stage tonight through Saturday, with ticket prices
ranging from $10 to $20. For show times, visit http://
bit.ly/lLeZIMi.

Leadership series highlights nonprofit culture
BY MAOOIE FORSHEE

NEW WORLO SYMPHONY

The Grand Rapids Symphony will present “New
World Symphony" to showcase Russian-American
violinist Philippe Quint. The concert features
Bernstein’s Serenade led by Carnegie Hall vet
eran artist Marcelo Lehninger. Quint will perform
“Serenade, after Plato’s Symposium. Tickets are
available at the DeVos Place Convention Center and
at the Van Andel Arena box offices starting at $18.
The show will begin at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday
at the DeVos Performance Hall.
INOOOR/OUTOOOR BY KENNY FINKLE

The Dog Story Theater will present Indoor/
Outdoor by Kenny Finkle on Saturday. The play fol
lows the “homeward bound" style adventures of a
kitten who leaves home to find her true self. The
play features four actors and is directed by Kiara
Pipino as a part of the Lake Effect Fringe Festival.
The festival celebrates new works and new inter
pretations of the classics and utilizes the motto
“changing the forecast for live theatre." The first
showing is Saturday at 3 p.m. with a second showing
on Sunday at 10 p.m. General admission is $14 and
$8 for students and seniors.
MOTIONLESS IN WHITE: BEYOND THE BARRICADE TOUR

The Intersection will present Motionless In
White- Beyond the Barricade Tour with For Today,
New Years Day and Ice Nine Kills All Ages. The tour
starts on Friday in Pennsylvania and stops in Grand
Rapids on Sunday. The group is known for its Gothicinspired metalcore act and aggressive music styles.
Doors open at 6 p.m. with ticket prices running $16
in advance and $18 the day of. The show is open to
all ages.

As ATO reaches out to get more indi
viduals involved in the fundraiser, dona
tions have increased from $15,000 the first
year to $31,000 the second year.
This year, the brothers’ goal is to raise
$35,000. Dunham said ATO currently has
about 75 percent of its goal.
“We believe that if more people are
aware of the effects that the disease can
have and why it needs to be stopped, we
can really start to work to prevent and
completely end it,” said Jonathan Erickson,
chair of public relations for Walk Hard.
Last year, ATO started MS Awareness
Week, and they say they are eager to keep
it going during this year’s fundraising.
Erickson said the awareness week has be
come a key part of the event.
“Greek life and other student orga
nizations have been some of our biggest
supporters by helping us raise money
and support during our awareness week,
which occurs the week before the actual
walk kick-off?’ Erickson said.
In addition, ATO has begun to con
sider how to incorporate others into the
walk in upcoming years.
“We’ve had many individuals express
interest in walking for part of the trip, and
that’s definitely something we’re working
toward in future walks,” Erickson said.
“Their support truly means the world to
us and those afflicted by MS, and they re
ally do make a difference when it comes
to ending this disease.”
Jacob Devine, ATO philanthropy
chairman, said that Walk Hard hopes to
get more people involved in the cause this
year by allowing anyone to join ATO for
the first portion of their walk.
“(They) can start the walk with us and
walk through campus to take a picture
under the arch at the Grand Valley en
trance,” Devine said.
ATO will depart from the Kirkhof Cen
ter on Feb. 26 at 10 a.m.

David Renz served as the
speaker for the event, which
eadership is one was centered around offering
of the key values different tactics and strategies
that Grand Val to event attendees in an effort
ley State Univer to bring different cultures into
sity takes pride the boards of nonprofits. Renz
in, and students can incorporated
find many his own research
into the lecture’
s theme.
opportunities to participate
in
“Culture is vital to orga
strengthening or exercising
their leadership skillsnizational
through success,” Osburn
said.
“A healthy culture in
out the year.
Through the College of the board room is a key
Community and Public Ser piece of (that) success.”
Renz currently holds a chair
vice, the Johnson Center for
in
the Department of Public
Philanthropy has created the
Strategic Leadership Series to Affairs at the University of Mis
bring national philanthropic souri - Kansas City. In the past,
leaders into West Michigan to he served as a government ex
speak about a range of topics ecutive in Minnesota where he
received much of his education.
relating to the field.
His research focuses on the
The third installment of
leadership
and management
SLS took place on Wednesday
side
of
nonprofit
and public
afternoon with a lecture titled
“Culture in the Board Room.” service business, broadening
The four-part series is primar the scope of the event to more
ily geared toward students and than just professionals and
professionals in the nonprofit nonprofit students.
Renz was chosen for the
or public service field, but it
remains open to anyone inter event due to the work he’s
performed nationally. He
ested in attending.
“Nonprofit boards face founded the Nonprofit Aca
many challenges and op demic Centers Council and
portunities,” said Annie Os- the Forum of Regional Asso
burn, nonprofit services pro ciations of Grantmakers.
The Strategic Leadership Se
gram manager for the center.
“Boards with essential tools ries aims to challenge local non
and knowledge-help their or profit organizations to increase
their impacts and sustainability
ganizations run well.”
by bettering their organizational
MFORSHEEOLANTHORN.COM
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culture. The Johnson Center de
veloped such a series in an effort
to bring fresh thinking and the
potential to do good to the re
gion by going beyond the typical
nonprofit topics and challenging
the usual ways that organiza
tions bring about change.
In the past, the SLS focused
on how to build and incorpo
rate philanthropy culture into
sustainable organizations.
“(The Johnson Center) be

lieves learning curves shouldn’t
get in the way of impact,” Os
burn said.
The SLS events are free for
students and $10 for profes
sionals. Registration is re
quired and available through
The Johnson Center’s website.

GO TO:
WWW.

Johnsoncenter.org
FOR MORE INFORMATION

David Renz speaks at the leadership se
ries. He used his research to highlight nonprofit culture.
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THE MOUNT RUSHMORE OF GV

TBF TEAMS JUMP TO NO. 1,
NO. 3 IN NATIONAL POLL

The GLIAC dominated
Monday's USTFCCCA
National Team Computer
Rankings as the Grand Val
ley State men and Ashland
women captured the No. 1
spots In the NCAA Division
II ranks.
GVSU’s men hurdled
conference foe Findlay to
snag the top spot. The Lak
ers stand atop the rankings
with 156.29 points. Ashland
and Findlay follow close be
hind at 149.40 and 145.99
points, respectively.
On the women's side,
the No. 3 Lakers trail No. 1
Ashland and No. 2 Central
Missouri by fewer than 15
team points.
The Lakers wrapped
up the GVSU Big Meet on
Saturday, netting 60 provi
sional marks.
Two athletes who came
up big in the event, throw
ers Chris Saikalis and Laura
Schroeder, swept the field
portion of the GLIAC Track
6 Field Athlete of the Week
laurels on Tuesday.

Reporters decide on four Laker legends
BY JAY BUSHEN
6 PETE BARROWS
SPORTSIOILANTHORN.COM

P B: Happy Presidents Day, Jay! I say
so because its one of my favorite fed
eral holidays - a helluva lot better than
Columbus Day, at least - but it seems
to me that when it comes to holidays,
it’s as criminally underrated as James
Polk. But how do you celebrate it? Spin
“Dead Presidents” on repeat and bob
your head? Wear a powdered-wig to
class? Debate which presidents should
comprise Mt. Rushmore?
J B: You know I’m living in the
Presidents Day paradise on this end,
brought to me courtesy of the Red,
White and Blue and Toby Keith. But
what could this pair of longtime Lanthorn Sports writers possibly know
about Grand Valley State Athletics?
P B: I don’t know much about any
thing, but I am talented at shoveling
snow. Just today, I stacked up a pile
that was a dead ringer for Louie the
Laker - you know if you cock your
head and squint. Presidents, Lakers,
heads in the wall - it’s too bad there’s
not a way to tie it all together.
J B: A sculpture of Louie? Your tal
ents transcend the literary form. But
I suppose we should transition from
snow, Stars and Stripes to the stars and
snubs of GVSU’s Mt. Rushmore. Con
textually, we can take this in a number
of directions. Which era shall we cov
er? Since 2000? 2010? This academic

GV, MSU SET FOR FIRST
ROUND CLASH IN FLINT

The Grand Valley State
women's club hockey team
starts the 2015 Central Col
legiate Women’s Hockey As
sociation (CCWHA) Playoffs
pitted against a well-known
opponent: Michigan State.
Fourth-seeded GVSU has
played fifth-seeded MSU
four times this season. The
Lakers tied the Spartans,
1-1, in October and dropped
a 5-1 decision at home in
November, but found a way
to ignite some third-period
fireworks to beat the Spar
tans in back-to-back games
earlier this month.
The ACHA rivals face off
at Flint Iceland Arena on
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

year? Last month? Last week?
P B s If we’ re keeping it to last week,
I want consideration. I went down to
rec, messed around and got a dou
ble-triple. That’s three expertly set
picks and three bricked shots when
I got the ball back on the roll.
GVSU’s athletic lineage isn’t long
standing, but it is rich. Picking just
four heads is tricky business, and I
have to imagine the Borglum boys
ran into a similar dilemma when
carving Rushmore. What we need is
a Washington - our figurehead quar
terback - and as far as I’m concerned,
there are only two to pick from: Curt
Anes and Cullen Finnerty.
J B: I’m not necessarily a ring guy,
but Finnerty - a guy who means so
much to the program - won three of
them on his way to becoming college
football’s winningest quarterback with
an astounding 51-4 mark under Brian
Kelly and Chuck Martin from 200306. A winner. Tough decision, but I’U
take Finnerty.
I think our next nomination is a
no-brainer and, yes, it’s another grid
iron great. Tabbed as GVSU’s most
decorated athlete, this Laker legend
was not only a football star, but also a
four-time All-American wrestler. And
a golfer. And a baseball player. And
a track and field athlete. That man,
of course, is Jamie Hosford (class of
1977).
PB: Anes was GVSU’s Danny
Wuerflfel. He took home the Harlon

Hill - the Division II Heisman - in
2002, and became the first Laker QB
to get fitted with a ring that same
year by finishing what he started.
But if Anes is Wuerffel, that must
make Finnerty GVSU’s Tim Tebow,
and if I’ve learned anything from the
Godfather, besides when to ask for a
favor from the don, it’s that the origi
nal isn’t always the best. I’m partial
to Part II, myself, and no Gator in
their right mind is taking Wuerffel
over Timmy T. And they must know
something since they aren’t living
through Michigan winters.
Now that it’s agreed we’ve found
our George Washington, it looks like
we’re on to Teddy. Bo Jackson types
like Kayla Addison and Jamie Potts
could be considered for the part on
a contemporary list, but there’s really
no one better than Hosford - GV
SU’s Jim Thorpe - to play that role
on our wall. The original isn’t always
best, but sometimes it is.
That’s two locked in, and at con
sensus no less. Who’d a thunk we
could manage?
J B s Rolling. Now it’s just you, me,
two Rushmore faces and about three
readers remaining. At least we haven’t
missed the mark yet.
Hard to overlook multi-sport ath
letes. You mentioned a pair of solid
choices. Potts has first-team All-Amer
ican plaudits in football and baseball.
ALso made a position switch, as you
know, from QB to TE - and then TE

to WR last fall. Versatile. In 2014, dude
hits a GLIAC-best .412 and leads the
conference in hits before hauling in 54
receptions, including 10 touchdowns.
Hard enough to be an All-American,
but in two sports? Impressive. No
rings, though, at least not yet.
Is contemporary bias blinding us?
PB: I was there when softballslugger Katie Martin smoked out the
shot heard around GVSU and with
one swing, simultaneously surpassed
Kim Biskup’s career records for most
hits (259), runs (164) and home runs
(47). I witnessed Dani Crandall gut
out games on the hardwood after
patiently waiting for her turn shine
behind the dynamic dual-sport duo
of Briauna and Brittany Taylor, the
reigning women’s soccer NCAA
Division II Player of the Year Marti
Corby become a star in front of my
eyes as she helped to guide GVSU to a
national title in Georgia in 2013, pole
vaulter extraordinaire Kristen Hixson
piece together one of the most prolific
careers Division II track and field has
ever seen and current Minnesota Vi
kings receiver Charles Johnson make
23 different NFL scouts gape at their
stop watches during his pro day.
If tasked to sculpt a Laker Rush
more with only faces of athletes I’ve
covered, I’m sure I could, but there
would be difficult decisions to make.

SEE RUSHMORE ON AB

LAKER WOMEN TABBED AS
NO. 8 TEAM IN MIDWEST

The Grand Valley State
women's basketball team
was one of five GLIAC
teams listed in the initial
NCAA Midwest Regional
Rankings, which were re
leased Wednesday.
GVSU (16-7,13-6 GLIAC)
currently owns second
place in the North Division.

A new era
Softball players look to new
leader, Callihan, in ‘15 after
longtime coach’s retirement
BY BR00IE ORENT
BORENTOLANTHORN.COM

VARSITY SCHEDULE

Here is an outlook on the key
factors for GVSU this season:
Offense: The Laker offense
has a plethora of key play
ers returning from last year’s
team, including four hitters
who posted a batting average
of .300 or better in the 2014
campaign. GVSU’s offense
is led by senior right fielder
Jamie Potts, who was a 2014
Daktronics
All-American
First Team selection, leading
the Lakers with a .412 batting
average, 82 hits, 13 doubles
and five triples.
Another key batter is senior
shortstop Kevin Zak, who hit a
lofty .371 last year and blasted

he Grand Valley State softball team
will turn the page to a new chapter in
2015 with just its second full-time softball coach in school history.
Dana Callihan was named
head coach of the Grand Valley State softball
team last May and her first season as head
coach is about to begin.
GVSU’s season will kick off on Friday, Feb. 20 at
10 a.m. against Wisconsin-Parkside in The Dome at
the Ballpark in Rosemont. Ill. The Lakers have a total
of five games this weekend to start the season in the
Lewis University Flyers 2015 Dome InvitationaL
Callihan said she is very proud to have the oppor
tunity to take control after being the top assistant to
coaching legend Doug ‘Doc’ Woods for 13 seasons.
“I am proud to have been handed the reins,”
Callihan said. “I am working very hard to con
tinue the established tradition.”
Callihan said that Woods taught her many
things, but the most significant was recruiting.
“He had a great eye for talent and a tremen
dous network; both are crucial to being success
ful in the future,” she said. “We are quite young
with seven freshman and seven sophomores.
We have new players at just about every posi
tion and we will see who will step up.”
The lakers lost five starters from last year’s team,
leaving big holes to fill. Callihan said it may take a few
games to nail down the starting lineup.
One player the Lakers are looking to depend
on is junior pitcher Sara Andrasik.
Last year, Andrasik was named to the CoSIDA
All-Academic District 4 Team and was named the
GLIAC Freshman of the Year in 2013. Andrasik
finished last season with a 12-7 record and a 4.00
ERA in 124.1 innings pitched last season.
Andrasik said this year’s focus is on strengthening
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WOMEN'S HOOPS

Tonight 0 SVSU Bpm
Saturday vs Hillsdale Bpm
SWING AWAY: Grand Valley State baseball coach Jamie Detillion talks to a player before a
2014 at-bat. The Lakers are slated to open at reigning champion USI, weather permitting.

MEN'S HOOPS

Tonight 0 SVSU 8pm
Saturday vs Hillsdale 8pm

Baseball is back

TRACK 8 FIELD

Friday vs GVSU Tune-Up

Detillion, Lakers swing into new season
seeking fifth straight conference crown

SOFTBALL

Friday - UWP 10am'
Friday - UIS 18pm’
Saturday - UMSL 7pm*
Saturday - Upper Iowa 10pm*
Sunday - KWC 10am*

BY ANDY SMITH
ASMITHOLANTHORN.COM

he Grand Val
ley State baseball
team will be look
ing for its fifth
straight GLIAC
title this year, and it has all the
pieces in place make it happen.
last year, the Lakers finished
with a 39-13 record and a 24-6
mark in the GLLAC, as their run
fell short in the NCAA Mid
west Regional Semifinals. The
Lakers start the year ranked No.
15 in the coaches poll and are
picked as the favorites to repeat
as GLIAC champions.
“It’s nice to start the year
ranked and recognized,” said
coach Jamie Detillion. “That

BASEBALL

Friday 0 USI 3pm
Saturday 0 USI Spm
Sunday 0 USI lpm
MEN'S TENNIS

Sunday vs UNOH 8am
Wednesday vs FSU Bpm
WOMEN'S TENNIS

Sunday vs UNOH Bam
*Games played at Lewis Dome
Tournament (Rosemont, III.)

GRAND

shows a great respect for the
history of the things we have
accomplished, sets the tone
for the season and continues
the tradition here. The team
doesn’t feel any pressure, we
expect to win, and are work
ing towards our goal of win
ning championships.”
The Lakers have lots of ex
perience and talented senior
players coming back this year.
GVSU returns 16 letter win
ners from last year’s team. Out
of those 16 winners, eight of
them were starters and six out
of those eight starters were
named to the National College
Baseball Writers Association
Preseason All-American or All
Mid-West Region teams.
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Valentine’s day ballad
Column: Mascots, quality hoops spark good times at Fieldhouse
BY JAY BUSHEN

Laker to score. Meanwhile, Ricky Carbajal
keeps making plays on the low block.
At the 3:24 mark, Drake Baar and Aaron
should preface this by confess
Hayes
check in for GVSU. Had a chance to write
ing my childlike enthusiasm for
all types of mascot-related she about Hayes earlier this year. Things haven’t gone
nanigans. That brand of humor as planned thus far: He started late with a ham
string injury, came back, hurt his other hamstring
just does it for me.
This story begins with my 14-mile com and missed 14 games. It’s his first game back.
It’s 32-25 GVSU at halftime. After I find out
mute from Grand Rapids to Allendale. Its Sat
urday night, Valentines Day, and my romantic why the mascots are here - a dance-off against
endeavors are placed aside on account of my the Laker Dance Team - I watch as the Lakers
come out swinging in the second stanza.
love for quality sports journalism. Go team.
Four points from Sabin make it 35-28,
While intentionally fishtailing my way
into the Fieldhouse Arena parking lot, I be then Luke Ryskamp nets a fast-break la
gin my routine: The number of cars suggests yup. Sabin scores the next five, followed by
a poor turnout. Grand Valley State students a bucket from Slick Rick down low. Northare elsewhere, perhaps searching for love. In wood scores. Then Hayes completes a threepoint play — then a triple, from Carbajal,
my head, it’s warmer where they are.
and in the blink of an eye it’s 52-32.
Whatever.
GVSU cruised to an 80-62 victory, stayed
Not as many fans as usual in the house to
night, but I made it to press row safely. The in the hunt against a team it couldn’t lose
to and played to its potential.
GVSU and Northwood men
These guys were feeling it. Con
are warming up. I do the same,
fident. I saw swagger I haven’t
which involves less stretching,
Griff’s clownin’,
seen since last season.
more sitting and more numbers.
Keep in mind, this is a Laker
The big one tonight is four,
turning my stat
team that had just eight of its 15
the number of games left. The
sheets into paper players healthy enough to prac
Lakers are 6-12 in conference
tice at one point this year. It’s
airplanes and
play; Northwood is 9-9. The
been rough, but there are reasons
GLLAC Tournament picture is
pretending to eat to be optimistic with three games
becoming clear at this point:
left. More than I thought.
me. I lose focus
Lake State, Saginaw, Michigan
All five teams competing for
Tech and Ferris are running the
completely, but
the No. 8 spot; Northwood (9-10),
North Division show. They’re
I’m feeling better. Hillsdale (9-10), Malone (8-11),
in. The South gets three spots.
GVSU (7-12) and Northern (7One spot is up for grabs. Does
12); have tough schedules down
GVSU still have a chance at keep
the stretch, not just GVSU.
ing the 10-year streak of tourney
The team also gets Hillsdale at home this Sat
appearances alive? I check schedules. Doesn’t
urday,
which could potentially be a big game.
look good, but there’s hope if the Lakers end this
The Lakers will probably have to win at SVSU
six-game home slide tonight. Some hope.
Then more hope. I spot the Griffins mascot, and at FSU, but they went 4-0 against those teams
Griff, from across the gym. Then I see a bas last year with help from senior point guard Rob
ketball-headed homie, who I’m told is Buck Woodson. This year, the Lakers are 0-2 against
ets from the Grand Rapids Drive. What’s this? those teams, but Woodson’s replacement is back.
They’re healthier than they’ve been in weeks,
Crash from the White Caps? And Louie’s here?
and
they’ve finally got some momentum.
Hold up. Four mascots in the same place,
I
left Allendale that night in a good mood.
at the same time?
I spend what feels like five (but is more Was it the mascots? Probably. But it was re
like 25) minutes laughing. Griff’s clownin’, freshing to see the Lakers stand tall and
turning my stat sheets into paper airplanes band together with their season on the line.
Win or lose, this is a team that deserves
and pretending to eat my head. I lose focus
its home fans on Saturday night. Might not
completely, but I’m feeling better.
Things are looking up for GVSU, too. Ryan be four mascots there, but still worth traversing
Sabin knocks down a jumper at the 8:41 mark, through subzero temperatures.
putting the Lakers up 20-16, and he’s the fifth
SPORTSOLANTHORN.COM
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PROFESSIONAL: Griff, one of four area mascots at Saturday night's game at Fieldhouse
Arena, goofs around with media personnel in the first half. GVSU beat Northwood, 80-62.

RUSHM0RE
CONTINUED FROM A7

That long, winding list above
was just a few of the names I
could mention, and that’s just
weighing accomplishments in
a six-year span. It’s an embar
rassment of record-breaking,
going-pro,
doing-generallyimpressive-stuff riches.
I think there is room on the
wall for one relatively contem
porary name, however - the
question is whose? Head track
and field and cross country
coach Jerry Baltes’ tiny base
ment dragon layer/office is
overstuffed with hardware,
current Iowa women’s soccer
coach Dave Dilanni was ac
complished as any coach in Di
vision II and Doc Woods was
not only a stellar softball skip
per, but also an amiable man
that helped build GVSU into an
athletic. training powerhouse.
Kelly and Martin, as you men
tioned, have both found suc
cess as head coaches at major
Division I programs and could
be easily argued for, too.
JB: I’ve covered my share
of greats, as well: I covered the
baseball team when Giancarlo
Brugnoni broke the school’s
home-run record. I watched
Kaitlyn Wolters rise from “ju
nior transfer from GRCC” to
GLLAC Volleyball Player of
the Year as she led GVSU to a
ridiculous Final Four run. I was
a few away when Kendra Foley
crossed the finish line, securing
a 1-2-3 finish for GVSU at the
cross country championships.
Two nights before, I watched
“from club-to-varsity” goal
keeper Andrea Strauss put to
gether one of the most clutch
performances I’ve ever seen
across all sports: a Final Four
shootout shutout - which in
cluded the best save I’ve ever
seen - that propelled GVSU to
its third title in four years.
Dilanni was a legend. We
both know that. BK and Martin
are almost too obvious. Janel
Burgess and Deanne Scanlon
both have national champion
ships, too.
My vote goes to Baltes. You
know he’s good when you try
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but absolutely can’t keep track
of how many coach of the year
awards he’s up to. Seriously.
Pretty sure they just started
naming one after him. Add in
the national titles and his ar
gument makes itself. Says the
right things in every interview
since ever, too.
PB: The first non-freelance
story I ever did with the Lanthorn was with Jerry, and I
really didn’t know what to
expect. This particular cover
revolved around this study
regarding women’s participa
tion in sports put together by
GVSU psych professor Robert
Deaner, and I was slightly con
cerned that it wasn’t going to
play well. I set up an appoint
ment with Jerry anyway, but
even though I came prepared
to the teeth, I was nervous.
Nick Polk was the only one
in the office when I showed up
and he had me sit down on this
little couch squeezed into the
back. We made small talk and
then, five minutes later, Jerry
walks in. He didn’t acknowl
edge me once for the next five
minutes as he verified cut times
and confirmed practice sched
ules in complete and utter fo
cus. He was all business, but
when he turned to speak, he
put me at ease. You could tell he
didn’t really want to be wasting
any more time than he had to
on something that wasn’t help
ing to get his teams better, but
his answers were introspective
and thoughtful. The exchange
took less time than the wait, but
it was a quality interview.
He’s an intense guy that
coaches intensely every prac
tice and every meet, but he
also is a smart guy that seems
to have a fatherly rapport with
his athletes. And despite all his
successes, he’s not too big for
the job. Not even to do an in
terview with a rookie reporter.
That’s what makes him great,
and I have no problem giving
him the nod.
J B: Three down, one to go,
and it looks like we’re running
out of time. We’ve covered
about 11 percent of the candi
dates we had originally planned
on, but we’ve got to beat the
buzzer and make a fourth deci

sion. One assist shy of the tri
ple-double; I’ll pass this one off
PB: And then there was
one. There’s a lot of differ
ent ways we could finish, but
it seems to me there are still
a few elements essential to
GVSU’s athletic prowess not
represented on our list.
Arend D. Lubbers - one of
the youngest and longest ten
ured university presidents in
the history of universities - is
a shoe-in as a head on GVSU’s
all-around Mt. Rushmore, and
could be included on this one,
too. Without him, there’s no
football at GVSU and Lubbers
Stadium - consistently an at
tendance leader among Divi
sion II venues - is a major land
mark here in Allendale, Mich.
Tim Selgo is also deserving
of a bust, and you’d have trouble
finding many athletic directors
on any level of sport more ac
complished than he. If you
don’t believe me, stroll past his
office next time you find your
self in the rec. You’ll see more
GLLAC Presidents’ Trophies
- an award given annually to
the best all-around athletic
program in the conference - in
cases than you will see students
on the walk. GVSU has won 16
straight, all under Selgo’s watch.
With those nominations
in mind, wad be crazy not to
include Joan Boand. Plenty of
male athletes and teams have
found enormous success ^t
GVSU, but the mainstay of this
program - even more than
football - is its continued exr
cellence in women’s athletics.
Of GVSU’s 18 varsity national
championships, all but four
have been won by women’s
teams. That all starts with Joan.
Not only did she pioneer
women’s athletics at a burgeon
ing GVSU, she held coaching
positions in basketball, volley
ball, softball and track & field
from 1968 to 1994. During
that span, she accrued more
than 700 total wins,10 GLLAC
championships, two GLIAC
coach of the year awards and
continues now, as she has for
the past 30 years, to serve as an
advocate for women’s sports in
committees across the country.

Tlu> average daily cost to heat GVSU
in December was S24.055 (natural
gas). Costs for January & February are
expected to exceeds that number
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GOING SOUTH: Grand Valley State University midfielder
Chloe Zdybel navigates through the Aquinas defense.

Formidable foes hand Laker
team 0-2 start down south
BY NICK OEMAAGD
NOEMAAGDH3ILANTHORN.COM

he Grand Val
ley State wom
ens
lacrosse
team
entered
the 2015 cam
paign ranked No. 20 in the
NCAA Division II, but a pair
of bouts against top-tier op

SOFTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7

fundamentals and coming to
gether as a team.
“We’re a very young team so
we are working on coming to
gether to do well in the confer
ence,” Andrasik said. “I expect us
to have a good year, we have a lot
of talent on the team and I think
we should perform very well”
" Andrasik said she thinks the
strength of this year’s team will
be the team chemistry, noting
how well the team gets along
and emphasizing the common
success among teams with
good chemistry.
As for the coaching transition
from Woods to Callihan, Andra
sik said it has been very smooth.
“We’ve just changed our
practice structure a little bit to
build on the excellent program
that Doc created,” Andrasik said.

ponents has left the Lakers
grasping for a foothold after
their first two games.
In the season opener, GVSU
fell short against No. 9 Florida
Southern, 17-12, before drop
ping a 10-4 contest against No.
5 Limestone (S.C.).
The first sue games of GVSU’s schedule pit the team

A player making a move to
help the team this year is junior
McKenze Supemaw, who is
transitioning from outfield to
third base.
Last season, Supemaw ap
peared in 43 games and made
42 starts. She hit .258 with a
home run, notching 12 RBIs
with a 1.000 fielding percent
age. Supemaw said she thinks
the strength of this year’s team
will come from the trust they
have in each other.
“Although we are a very
young team, we have grown to
trust each other in our abilities
and build a strong team chem
istry^’ Supemaw said. “We have
worked hard all offseason and
now it’s our time to shine.”
She also said the softball
program has always been
strong and with the transition
of coaches it will only continue
to get stronger.

mindset. I feel like I am al
ways mentally prepared for
CONTINUED FROM AT
every at-bat and have been
seven home runs. Zak in a lot of pressure situa
racked up 49 RBIs and tions before.”
Pitching: Just like the
showcased speed, swiping
offense,
the Lakers have a
16 bases. Both Zak and Potts
multitude
of pitching tal
were picked by NCBWA as
ent
returning.
GVSU is led
Preseason All-Americans.
by
the
two-headed
monster
Senior third baseman
of Even Nietfeldt and Aaron
Aaron Overbeck is also
Jensen. Nietfeldt joined his
expected to be a key con
teammates as an Honorable
tributor in 2015. Overbeck
Mention recipient along
hit .333 last year, had eight
with on the Preseason Alldoubles, clubbed four home
Midwest Region First Team,
runs and drove in 34 runs,
and is the reigning GLIAC
while managing to strike
Pitcher of the Year.
out just 18 times in 150
Nietfeldt started 12 games
«late appearances.
for the Lakers last year and
* Overbeck, Potts and Zak
finished with a 9-1 record
y/ere all on the Preseason
with a 2.33 ERA, good for
3M1 Mid-West first team. Sethird-best in the GLIAC.
Jiior infielder Jessie Abel is
Stlso returning for the Lak- The standout finished the
year with two complete
*rs. Abel hit .313, knocked
n 40 RBIs and collected 55 games and had one shutout,
striking out 33 batters in 77
fits, including nine dou
innings of work.
bles. Abel also hit two home
“As a pitching staff, we
luns and had an on-base
always attack hitters and
percentage of .417, while
our goal as a team is to
posting 14 multi-hit games
challenge hitters and force
pnd 10 multi RBI games.
them to get themselves
• Although the Lakers lose
& great player in GVSO’s out,” he said.
Jensen was the work
ill-time home run leader
horse for the Laker pitch
tiancarlo Brugnoni, they
ing staff last year, striking
yre very confident they have
out 47 batters in 81 innings
Jhe depth as a team to imiof work. His 1.82 ERA
Jate his production.
ranked 33rd among pitch
I “You can’t replace a place
ers in Division II. Jensen
« player like Brugnoni, and
finished with a 7-3 record
*ve don’t want one player to
in 12 starts and only gave
jiave the mindset that they
up more than one run in
Jiave to be the guy to do it,”
just one a GLIAC contest.
Potts said. "We just have to
The Lakers open their sea
take care of the little things
son on Friday with a threeand then things will take
game series at No. 3 Southern
care of themselves.
Indiana, who are the reigning
I “The thing that makes
national champions.
me a great hitter is my

against six of the top 20 teams
in the nation, most of which
come from the East Coast
Known as a lacrosse hotbed
with some of the nations top
programs, the East Coast teams
have demonstrated what, ex
actly, next-level play is.
Now, its up to the Lakers
to prove they belong in the
conversation among such top
flight teams - a feat they believe
is within reach.
“I think we are definitely
able to compete at a higher level
and beat these teams,” said se
nior attack Zoe Stiemann.
Head
coach
Alicia
Groveston had similar thoughts
on the teams performance.
“I think they can beat anybody’’ Groveston said. “We
didn’t do the right things at the
right time and I’m waiting for a
team to beat us because so far
we’ve only beaten ourselves.”
Although Florida Southern
and Limestone were formi
dable adversaries, the Lakers
didn’t go down without a fight.
GVSU utilized its offensive
weapons to try to pick apart
their opponents.
Stiemann found the net
five times in the season open
er against Florida Southern
and twice against Limestone.
Meanwhile,
sophomore
midfielder Erika Neumen
notched three goals against
Florida Southern and one in
the tilt against Limestone.
The ground game and of
fensive pressure from GVSU’s

opponents ultimately deter
mined the outcome.
“We’ve been clicking a lot
lately in practice,” Neumen
said. “We definitely need to
take more shots and take care
of the ball better which comes
down to stick work.”
A rallying point for the
Lakers was a well-organized
defense and constant commu
nication. The team was able to
get all but one of its clears out
of the zone in the game against
Limestone, indicating that, de
spite giving up points, the Lak
ers have had success making
the transition to offense. While
the team is still looking to get
the offense settled in and get a
rhythm going, the communica
tion is there.
“We’re taking the loss as
bittersweet,” Neumen said.
“It’s been a great opportuni
ty to play really good teams
but we need to be playing all
60 minutes.”
After taking a step back and
looking at the past two games,
the Lakers know what they
must do in order to prepare for
their next four games.
Practicing the little things
and making smart decisions
will be the focal point of the
next few practices as the team
trains to go up against Rob
erts Wesleyan College. All the
Lakers can do now is move
forward - an easy step for a
squad that’s already fired up
for their next opponent.
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NEW ERA: Grand Valley State University softball player
McKenze Supernaw (3) swings at an oncoming pitch.
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CLUES ACROSS
t. Bangladesh capital
6. Ed Muprow's home
9. L. Lamas' mother Arlene
13. 9th Hindu month
14. Barbary sheep
15. Olive genus
16. Repast
17. Into the air
18. Droops
19. Land of Enchantment
21. Yes_____ Bob
22. Gross revenue
23. Scottish woolen cap
24. Initials of “Girls” star
25. WGBH or WNET
28. A. Hamilton
29. Skin lesions
31. Mures river city
33. Phone counselling volunteer
36. Restaurants
38. Deerfield, 11 Christian Un.

39.
41.
44.
45.
46.
48.
49.
51.
52.
54.
56.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Gland secretion
Trace the outline of
Give advice, explain
Male parents
One point N of due E
Radioactivity unit
Equally
“Rubber Ball” singer
Bobby
93562
Bird confinement status
Daniel Boone’s state
Bum the surface of
Hillsides (Scot.)
Swiss river
Stir to anger
Political action committees
Ajitesh___, Cricket player
In bed
Miles per hour
Checkmating game

27.
29.
30.
32.

Strongboxes
White dessert wines
Curved cavalry sword
Dropped off a package

CLUES DOWN
1. Musical “____Yankees"
2. "CIA Diary” author Phil
3. Chew without swallowing,
as of tobacco
4. Steadies
5. Article
6. Slang for lots of reptiles
7. True toad
8. Be in session
9. For measuring doses of
radiation
10. Winged
11. 1770-1831
German
Philosopher
12. Emitted coherent radiation
14. Estranges
17. Wheel shafts
20. Take in solid food
21. Indian frocks
23. Hill (Celtic)
25. Singular of 64 across
26. Small nail

34.__Farrow, actress

35. Class of comb jellies
37. Begat
40.__student, learns healing
42. Bom of
43. Very dark blacks
47. Midway between N and NE
49. Capital of Ghana
50. Indian term of respect
52. Impart knowledge
53. 4th Hindu month
55. Strong air current
56. Hunting device
57. One who is wise
58. Amounts of time
59. Soft-finned fishes
61. Beats per minute
65. Carrier's invention
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Grand Valley State University senior dodgeball
player Austin Morley throws the ball at an opponent during a recent game.

CLAIMING ANOTHER TITLE:

The GVSU dodgeball team takes a group photo. The Lakers claimed the Michigan Dodgeball
Cup title for the seventh time on Valentine’s Day against Central Michigan, Michigan State and SVSU.

OUT ON TOP:

Perfect season rolls along as dodgeball club wins another AADC
BY MARK WASHBURN
MmSHBURNOLANTHORN.COM

i you look into the corner of the
gym, you will see a pile of 27 wins
from the current season. Add
that to the 12 wins to finish out
last season, and Grand Valley
State has 39 consecutive wins.
The Lakers (27-0) won all three games on
Valentines Day in the Michigan Dodgeball
Cup by defeating Central Michigan, Michi
gan State and Saginaw Valley State in East
Lansing, Mich. This is the seventh time that
Grand Valley State has claimed the Michi
gan Dodgeball Cup title.
The Lakers got the run started in a game
against CMU. GVSU overpowered the Chippewas 4-0 in an effort that featured power and physicality - from the Lakers.
“They had a hard time handling our
pace because we were running faster and
throwing harder,” said senior assistant cap
tain Dylan Fettig.
Central Michigan also had a hard time han
dling freshman Kurtis DeYoung.
“(DeYoung) was not on their radar, and he

a

was throwing well so we kept giving him the
Coming out of the half, the Lakers were
on the same page after Bailey gave the team a
ball and he kept picking them offT Fettig said.
The disciplined and fast-paced play threw halftime talk. After the break, GVSU domi
the Chippewas off their game, but it was ex nated, scoring two points and playing disci
actly the start the Lakers were looking for in plined dodgeball to defeat the Spartans 3-1.
their quest for the cup.
MSU’s one point was the only point GVSU
gave up all day.
“The game against CMU set
“Being on the same page in
the tone for us the entire day,”
the second half really helped us
said senior captain Kevin Bai
“It feels good
(beat MSU) because we didn’t
ley. “The last few times (against
to have the cup
give them a ball advantage,
CMU) have been close, but
and we didn’t have any wasted
this win really helped us mov
back. Overall,
throws,” Fettig said.
ing forward.”
we had a pretty
Senior Trevor Nordberg has
In the GVSU/MSU match
good day...it gives been vital for the Lakers suc
up, the teams played evenly in
cess recently. He stepped up
the first half. The Lakers were
us confidence
in the previous tournament at
able to get off to a quick start
moving forward." DePaul, and stepped up again
scoring a point 4:15 into the
in East Lansing.
stanza, but the Spartans slowed
“He really excels in a fastdown the pace and were able to
AUSTIN MORLEY
pace game, is an accurate
secure a point, which led to a
SENIOR
thrower and really helps us get
1-1 halftime deadlock.
“We’ve played them seven times (heading an edge,” said Bailey.
The Lakers finished the day against rival
into the game), so they knew what to expect
and they slowed the pace down and made Saginaw Valley State. SVSU was no match for
GVSU, as the Lakers topped the Cardinals 4-0.
smarter throws,” said senior Austin Morley.

GVSU won the first point relatively quickly
and didn’t look back. The team’s energy and fo
cus was prevalent throughout the match, and
fatigue caught up to the Cardinals.
With GVSU up 2-0 at the half, they played
younger players to give them more experience.
This allowed them to feel the big-game atmo
sphere, and develop in big-game situations.
Of course, the Lakers feel good about
being able to bring home the Michigan
Dodgeball Cup after falling to SVSU in last
year’s competition.
“It feels good to have the cup back,” said
Morley. “Overall we had a pretty good day, and
based on how we performed, it gives us confi
dence moving forward.”
The 39 wins in a row is two shy of the
National Collegiate Dodgeball Association
(NCDA) record. GVSU won 41 straight be
tween 2006-10.
The Lakers have a chance to break their
record at the CMU Showdown on March
21. GVSU will play four games that day and
tangle with James Madison University, who
is also undefeated, in a brawl for No. 1 seed
in the national tournament.
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some restrictions apply
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FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL

classifieds@lanthorn.com
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616-331-2460
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For Sale

Roommntes

Student Org Events

Break it Down, Make it
Better:
February 28th, from 9:00
am- 2:30 pm.
Hosted by the UICA at 2
Fulton West in downtown
Grand Rapids. Online
registration opened to the
public on February 1st. This
event is free to Avenue for
the Arts members, UICA
members, and Artprize 2014
Venue representatives; the
non-member fee is $35.
Space is limited, and it is
highly recommended that
attendees register in
advance by visiting:
www.avenueforthearts.com/
education.
Questions? Contact 989860-5777.

Melissa,
Happy anniversary, hun! We
may be 3560 miles apart,
but I'm not going to let that
dampen our special day.
This last year has been an
amazing ride and if I could, I
would ask you again in a
heartbeat. The future is
bright and we have a lot to
look forward to. I love you
more than any words I'll ever
be able to express. "See"
you tonight.
Love,
Steve
"You, me, us, together.
Always and forever."

awareness!
Register
today:
http://bit.ly/RacetoOz
5K Registration $18.00 by
May 31st/5K Late
Registration (Day of) $25.
Kids Race $10 by May
31 st/Kids late registration
(Day of) $15
Questions: contact
marciedarcie21 @gmail.com.
Bring your family and
friends, Cowardly Lions, and
Munchkins out to help
support Autism Awareness.

Sleeper sofa couch $40,
leather recliner $20, both for
$50. You move. Located 5
miles from Allendale
campus.
Email ridgec@gvsu edu
with questions.

Female roommate
(May1-August1) Standale
$400/month - Utilities
included. 4 bed 2 bath. Near
bus stop & garage parking
biweekly. Lease extendable.
wolyniac@mail.gvsu.edu

Student for Aging Place
On February 20th at 4:00 in
the Niemeyer Multi-Purpose
Room, there will a meeting
for the creation of a club that
would help area elders who
need a hand to stay healthy
and independent. Through
volunteering with Tandem
365, members of this club
would visit, shop for
groceries, or do light
housework in order to assist
an elder.
If interested contact
vangaidk@mail.gvsu.edu

Roommates

Student Org Events

Sublease:
Bayberry Apartments on
Lake Ml Drive
Includes a bus stop to catch
the 50 to Allendale.
2 bedrooms, this ad is for
the main bedroom with
spacious walk in closet and
full bathroom.
Female
Lease goes until September.
Looking for subleaser for the
summer, from
May-September.
If interested, contact
Bre'Ana Stephens-Taylor
248-875-9255

Leadership Summit
Conference:
Saturday, February 21, 2015
Kirkhof Center
Keynote speaker is Bridget
Clark Whitney, Executive
Director of Kids’ Food
Basket (KFB).
The cost is only $20 for
GVSU students. The link to
sign up can be found by
searching Leadership
Summit on GVSU’s main
page. Any questions, as well
as inquiries about FREE
attendance, can be emailed
to leadership@gvsu.edu.

Employment
Work on Mackinac Island
This Summer

The Race to Oz will kick off
on June 20, 2015 during
Ionia's new Wizard of Oz
Festival, and all race
roceeds will go to the Cheff
herapeutic Riding Center in
the form of a donation and
scholarship fund. Please
mark your calendars and join
us on June 20, 2015 as we
Race To Oz for Autism

Hotel and Ryba’s Fudge
Shops are looking for help in
all areas: Front Desk, Bell
Staff,
Wait Staff, Sales Clerks,
Kitchen, Baristas. Housing,
bonus, and discounted
meals.
(906) 847-7196
www theislandhouse.com

The “WAITING ROOM" is a
character driven
documentary film that uses
extraordinary access to go
behind the doors of an
American public hospital
struggling to care for a
community of largely
uninsured patients.
Date: March 31, 2015
Time: 6.30pm-8.30pm
Venue: Hager Auditorium
Cook Devos Center
301 Michigan Ave NE,
Grand Rapids.
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